Introduction {#section1-1756286419845567}
============

The interest in brain imaging of inherited neuromuscular disorders has increased in recent years. Several brain imaging studies on neuromuscular diseases (NMDs) have been published to consider both muscular impairment and central nervous system (CNS) involvement.^[@bibr1-1756286419845567]^ In the past three decades, researchers have started to focus not only on genetic, biopsy, or muscular imaging biomarkers but also on brain involvement. To date, information on brain involvement in 'less rare' and best-known inherited pathologies such as myotonic dystrophies, type 1 (DM1), and type 2 (DM2) are available, while for other NMDs (i.e. facioscapulohumeral dystrophy) CNS involvement needs to be investigated. Nevertheless, the origin and spatiotemporal evolution of CNS involvement, as well as their correlation with neuropsychological and clinical features, still remain unclear. Correlations between brain neuroimaging parameters and clinical symptoms have been reported in different studies but results are often difficult to replicate. This might be related to small sample sizes or heterogeneity in the phenotypes assessed. Moreover, we have to consider that clinical symptomatology might not be linked to specific brain alterations but more probably to dysfunctional networks. In particular, brain imaging studies have been improved by the development of more sophisticated technologies and experimental paradigms. Several imaging methods have been applied to detect brain involvement in patients affected by NMDs, including structural and functional, such as cranial computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), positron emission tomography (PET), and recently, ultrasound. After the first CT scans, more advanced MRI techniques were applied: morphological to examine the brain structure or functional to investigate brain network activity, cerebral glucose metabolism, or perfusion. The new application of ultrasound (transcranial B-mode sonography) allowed the examination of *in vivo* brain structural integrity, making easier to evaluate CNS disorders in congenital forms and neonatology patients. The fact that brain examination is expensive and not easy to conduct in young or claustrophobic patients, or in the case of respiratory insufficiency, has to be considered. For this reason, all these limitations have required the application of noninvasive, easily performed investigation techniques (i.e. transcranial B-mode sonography or arterial spin labeling), especially in children.

Brain involvement in NMDs has been well described and proved to be clinically relevant. Several MRI studies revealed a wide spectrum of brain abnormalities, including diffused grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM) abnormalities and ventricular enlargement.

This review is based on papers reporting neuroimaging results on NMDs. Scientific papers were searched from 1980 to May 2018 on the main databases (*PubMed, MedLine, Google Scholar*). We included only free and full available texts written in English. We excluded papers concerning pharmacological trials. The temporal interval of 1980--2018 was selected in order to include all the information regarding some conditions \[i.e. congenital muscular dystrophies (CMDs)\]; while the number of studies on muscular dystrophies has increased in recent decades, consistent reports are still missing for other NMDs. We considered the papers on the following NMDs: dystrophinopathies, dystroglycanopathies, myotonic dystrophies, facioscapulohumeral dystrophy, limb-girdle muscular dystrophies, congenital myotonias, congenital myopathies, and related terms or abbreviations. We included the following imaging techniques in the research: 'computed tomography' or 'CT', 'magnetic resonance imaging' or 'MRI', 'single photon emission computed tomography' or 'SPECT', 'positron emission tomography' or 'PET', ultrasound, 'transcranial sonography' or 'TCS'. We included only those papers containing information about brain involvement.

The total number of papers found in 38 years (1980--2018) on brain imaging was 246.

Considering our inclusion criteria, that excluded single cases, pharmaceutical trials and papers appearing more than one time in the search, we included a final number of 89 articles in this review.

Brain imaging techniques {#section2-1756286419845567}
========================

Brain involvement has been studied in NMDs using both quantitative and nonquantitative techniques that analyzed the morphological structure and functional activity. At the beginning of the 1980s cranial studies, using conventional CT were performed and MRI-descriptive and conventional investigations were conducted to assess WM and GM abnormalities. Conventional morphological brain investigations allowed the description and quantification of morphological features (i.e. WM changes). These were rater-dependent and made results more controversial and less uniform to reproduce. Qualitative scales have been created to grade the severity and location of WM lesions (WMLs) using visual rating scales (i.e. Fazekas or Wahlund scale) on T2-weighted or fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences. In particular, age-related WM changes (ARWMCs) has been proved to be a valid qualitative scale to grade lesions in dystrophies. Ranging from 0 (no lesion) to 3 (diffuse involvement) it allowed the assessment of four different areas separated for each hemisphere.^[@bibr2-1756286419845567]^

The recent technological advances introduced more sophisticated techniques and experimental paradigms of study. Through quantitative analysis results became more reproducible, allowing quantification of more complex and specific brain proprieties. For this reason, the number of nonquantitative conventional morphological brain MRI studies decreased due to the development of observed independent techniques \[i.e. voxel-based morphometry (VBM), diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), functional MRI (fMRI)\]. At a macro-structural level *via* brain parenchymal fraction (BPF) methods, global brain atrophy can be quantified. VBM estimates the local amount of a specific tissue. Using the automatic classification of T1-weighted images VBM leads to extract, for each voxel GM, WM, and cerebrospinal fluid and compare tissues probability maps of global density (or regional volume) for each part. VBM investigation can be used to estimate clusters of focal cortical or subcortical alteration (mainly GM) comparing different groups.^[@bibr3-1756286419845567]^

Whole brain volume or regions of interest (ROIs) can be calculated to detect changes in density. Recently, surface-based analysis addressed structural information about the morphological organization of GM volumes. The surface-based morphometry allows the assessment of the cortex surface and extraction of different parameters (i.e. cortical thickness, surface area, cortical folding, and gyrification or any combination of them). Cortical thickness is a measure of the amount of GM estimated at each point on the cortex. It may be employed to detect pathological changes associated with the disease process. Contiguous maps of cortical thickness can be generated and carefully used as a marker of the integrity of the cerebral cortex, related to the size, number, and density of cells.^[@bibr4-1756286419845567]^ The DTI technique quantifies (*in vivo*) WM microstructures analyzing the magnitude and directionality of diffusivity proprieties of water molecules in tissues. Some pathological conditions can alter the diffusion proprieties of water in the fiber tracts reducing, for example, the anisotropic propriety of water molecules within the WM. DTI is a variant of MRI used to map the diffusion process and identify changes in organization in the WM microstructure, such as fiber density and WM integrity;^[@bibr5-1756286419845567]^ extracting several parameters could be used to investigate different properties. Fractional anisotropy (FA) is an indirect measure of the directionality and coherence of fibers. A lower FA shows a reduction in the density of WM, a loss of structural organization (axonal bundle coherence), or a variation in membrane permeability to water.^[@bibr6-1756286419845567]^ Mean diffusivity measures the overall magnitude of water diffusion without any directional information. Other parameters such as the diffusivity along the principal axis (AD) and the average of the diffusivities along the two minor axes (RD) allow evaluation of the structural damage. The first could reflect axonal pathological changes, the second could be more related to demyelination and axonal membranes alteration.^[@bibr7-1756286419845567]^

Functional brain imaging techniques attempt to measure neuronal activity by detecting changes in metabolism (the metabolic activity of oxygen or glucose in different tissues). fMRI is used to study cerebral activity indirectly.^[@bibr8-1756286419845567]^ It measures the difference in magnetization between oxygen-rich and oxygen-poor blood in different tissue and is based on the linkage between cerebral blood flow (CBF) and neuronal activation. Oxygen consumption is higher during neural activation and, to meet this growth of demand, increased CBF is needed for the active brain cells. The blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal is related to the level of energy used by neurons due to changing O~2~ in the blood.^[@bibr9-1756286419845567]^

Spontaneous fluctuation of the BOLD signal is present even without any experimental paradigm or any other explicit input. In fact, fMRI examination can be performed during a specific task or by a resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) detecting the spontaneous variance of the BOLD signal. Task-based fMRI is used to identify regions that are functionally involved during a specific task performance. The rs-fMRI is used to explore the brain circuits and identify functionally connected neural networks (i.e. default mode network).^[@bibr10-1756286419845567]^

Other functional techniques that are based on brain hemodynamic include SPECT and PET.^[@bibr11-1756286419845567]^ SPECT generates tomographic images of the three-dimensional (3D) distribution of a specific radiopharmaceutical and can directly display measures of regional brain hemodynamics (i.e. ^[@bibr133-1756286419845567]^xenon) affording whole brain coverage. Moreover, regional Cerebral Blood Flow (rCBF) maps can be obtained by SPECT in order to outline the regions with abnormal perfusion.^[@bibr12-1756286419845567]^

PET imaging provides *in vivo* quantitative measures of CBF with the injection of radioactive tracers, such as fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-PET that allow the assessment of neuronal glucose metabolism. Using different tracers, PET describes the metabolic activity of glucose in tissues with a positron and emitting radioisotopes. According to neuronal metabolic activity, it indirectly assesses the mental activity corresponding to glucose uptake. Recently, transcranial sonography (TCS) has been used in childhood NMDs. TCS is a well-established diagnostic method mainly used to assess extrapyramidal movement disorders in neurological disease. It started to be used to study structural CNS changes in NMDs. It is a noninvasive tool that provides reliable additional information about hyperechogenicity of the CNS based on the increasing amounts of iron, bound to proteins other than ferritin.^[@bibr13-1756286419845567]^ All the brain imaging techniques described above have their own advantages in specific clinical settings, leading to improved knowledge about the morphological and functional activity in the brain of patients in different clinical conditions ([Table 1](#table1-1756286419845567){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Comparison of neuroimaging techniques used in various neuromuscular disorders.

![](10.1177_1756286419845567-table1)

  Neuromuscular diseases               Technique                       
  ------------------------------------ ----------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
  Dystroglycanopathies                 \+          ++   −    −    −    −
  Congenital muscular dystrophies      \+          ++   −    −    −    −
  Myotonic dystrophy type 1            \+          ++   ++   ++   ++   \+
  Myotonic dystrophy type 2            \+          ++   \+   \+   \+   \+
  Dystrophinopathies                   ++          ++   \+   \+   \+   −
  Glycogenosis disease type II         \+          \+   \+   −    −    −
  Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy   −           −    −    −    −    −
  Facioscapulohumeral dystrophy        ±           \+   −    −    −    −

Changes: −, not described or reported; ±, slight brain changes; +, significant brain changes; ++, marked structural or functional abnormality.

CT, computerized tomography; fMRI, functional MRI; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PET, positron emission tomography; SPECT, single photon emission computed tomography; TCS, transcranial sonography.

Neuromuscular disease with brain involvement {#section3-1756286419845567}
============================================

Neuromuscular disorders are a group of heterogeneous, hereditary, genetic, or acquired diseases affecting mainly skeletal muscle. Major advances in molecular genetic research led to discovering the pathogenic determinant of the dystrophinopathies in the 1980s. Later, an increased number of genes have been found to be associated with different forms of muscular dystrophy. This led to the classification of them in terms of molecular and genetic features (genes and functions of the respective proteins affected) rather than on clinical symptoms (clinical pattern of weakness, mode of inheritance, and age of onset).^[@bibr14-1756286419845567]^ The main categories of inherited neuromuscular diseases are neuropathies (diseases of a peripheral nerve), myopathies, motor neuron diseases, and muscular dystrophies. Not so long ago, muscular dystrophies were mainly divided into six categories such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) and Becker muscular dystrophy, limb-girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD), distal myopathies, CMDs, facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy and myotonic dystrophies. Genetic investigations have expanded our knowledge in muscular dystrophies and now more than 50 forms of NMDs have been identified on molecular bases, each one with different clinical features (e.g. muscle pattern of involvement, variable course different genotype--phenotype correlation).^[@bibr15-1756286419845567]^ In recent years next-generation sequencing technology has led to the discovery of novel causative genes and differentiation of novel myopathies.^[@bibr16-1756286419845567]^ Brain involvement has been reported in different types of NMDs. Recently, neuromuscular conditions have started to be considered even for their multisystemic features and for the implications they have on CNS, such as myotonic dystrophies, dystroglycanopathies and glycogenosis disease type II. The genotype/phenotype correlation remains controversial considering the wide variability of clinical expression. Nevertheless, although rare, correlations between genotype and phenotype have been established but further investigations are needed.^[@bibr17-1756286419845567][@bibr18-1756286419845567][@bibr19-1756286419845567]--[@bibr20-1756286419845567]^

Dystroglycanopathies {#section4-1756286419845567}
====================

Dystroglycanopathies are a group of autosomal recessive conditions characterized by reduced glycosylation of α-dystroglycan (α-DG). Clinical manifestations are extremely variable, and a wide spectrum of phenotypic outcomes has been identified. A different pattern of disability symptomatology has been reported: from the more severe congenital form of Walker Warburg syndrome (WWS) to the milder adult-onset form of LGMD. WWS is characterized by a severe brain involvement (see below congenital forms description). The adult-onset form of LGMD may not present brain or eye involvement.^[@bibr21-1756286419845567]^ There are many LGMD subtypes (i.e. sarcoglycanopathy, calpainopathy, dysferlinopathy). Commonly, type 1 (i.e. LGMD1A, LGMD1B) refers to genetic types showing dominant inheritance (requiring one mutation for symptoms to result). Type 2 refers to recessive inheritance (requiring two mutations from each parent for symptoms to result).^[@bibr22-1756286419845567]^ Unfortunately, only a few studies have analyzed brain involvement in LGMD.

Dystroglycanopathies 2I subtype (LGMD2I) is due to the mutation of the fukutin-related protein (FKRP) gene. It is characterized by a mild to severe phenotype with prominent skeletal muscle involvement. Bourteel and colleagues assessed 11 French patients with LGMD2I (FKRP) mutation.^[@bibr23-1756286419845567]^ They underwent clinical, neuropsychological, and brain MRI investigation. Myocardiopathy and respiratory insufficiency were preponderant. Memory impairment was detected in four patients. Subcortical atrophy and a WM periventricular involvement were associated with changes in α-DG expression in brain.^[@bibr23-1756286419845567]^ A second study, with a smaller sample size of 10 patients with LGMD2I, showed heterogeneous results characterized by nonspecific WM abnormalities, moderate ventriculomegaly, and enlargement of subarachnoid spaces. In one patient, cerebellar atrophy was detected. Neuropsychological evaluation showed a deficit in executive functions and visuospatial abilities without effects on intelligent quotient (IQ) score. In this case, Authors argued that abnormal glycosylation of α-DG in LGMD2I might affect brain development and cognitive performance. Frontal and parietal lobes would be mainly involved even though there was not a specific MRI pattern.

A study performed on five patients affected by LGMD due to LAMA2 mutations by Gavassini and colleagues showed various degrees of CNS involvement with widespread brain WM hyperintensities.^[@bibr24-1756286419845567]^ A mild deficit in executive functions and low IQ scores were noted in three patients. Interestingly, in one patient brain MRI abnormalities preceded the clinical onset of muscle weakness. So, authors argued that WM abnormalities were always present and could be considered a diagnostic criterion for LGMD associated with LAMA2 mutations. Only one study on LGMD2M reported normal brain MRI and cognitive functioning.^[@bibr25-1756286419845567]^

Detailed knowledge about other LGMDs disease forms is lacking (i.e. LGMD type 2N; LGMD2N). LGMD2N is due to mutations in the *POMT2* gene. It is characterized by wasting and weakness of the muscles in the shoulder and hip region. Østergaard and colleagues performed a brain MRI study in 10 patients.^[@bibr26-1756286419845567]^ They respectively showed abnormality in 3 of the 10 patients in brain imaging evaluation. They found mild ventricular enlargement due to central and cortical atrophy, periventricular hyperintensities, and frontal atrophy of the left hemisphere in the last cases. MRI abnormalities were associated with lower Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) scores, suggesting a link with cognitive impairment. Finally, in LGMD2K (*POMT1*), intellectual disability with low IQ without structural brain abnormalities Were reported in all patients.^[@bibr27-1756286419845567],[@bibr28-1756286419845567]^

Congenital muscular dystrophies {#section5-1756286419845567}
===============================

CMDs are a group of muscular disorders characterized by an early onset of skeletal muscular weakness (within 1 year of age), severe hypotonia, with a variable involvement of organs, such as the brain, and characterized by different outcomes. The prevalence of CMDs is not well established. Several classifications of CMDs are reported in the literature.^[@bibr29-1756286419845567],[@bibr30-1756286419845567]^ Based on the combination of clinical, biochemical, molecular, and genetic findings, Voit and Tomè (2004) distinguished CMDs into four groups: Merosinopathy deficit of lamin α2 or 'merosin'; dystroglycanopathies caused by glycosylation of α-DG abnormality including WWS, muscle-eye-brain diseases (MEBs), Fukuyama CMD (FCMD), and MDC1B, MDC1C, MDC1D; rigid spine syndrome; Ullrich dystrophy; and primary or secondary α7 integrin deficiency.^[@bibr31-1756286419845567]^

Here, we will mainly focus on congenital dystroglycanopathies (FCMD, MEBs, and WWS diseases) as the literature is more plentiful and the clinical manifestations are more evident.^[@bibr31-1756286419845567]^ Notably, clinical variability is shown among CMDs forms, sometimes through subclinical appearance. Brain involvement is frequent in CMDs and is the main feature in WWS and MEBs, subtypes of CMD, with a prevalent involvement of ocular structures.^[@bibr32-1756286419845567]^

The FCMD type is characterized by a progressive muscular deficit, mental retardation and speech disorders associated with a plain brain involvement. CT examination performed on 22 patients revealed WM abnormalities, ventricular dilatation, cortical sulci, longitudinal cerebral fissure, and Sylvian fissure alterations.^[@bibr33-1756286419845567]^ Abnormalities in cerebral gyration are frequent. Micropolygyria of the cerebrum and cerebellum with loss of cytoarchitecture has been detected using brain MRIs in patients with FCMD.^[@bibr34-1756286419845567]^ In addition, brain MRI shows WM abnormalities, cobblestone occipital cortex, and cerebellar abnormalities.^[@bibr33-1756286419845567],[@bibr35-1756286419845567]^ Nevertheless, the initial WM involvement seems to not progress or change over time.^[@bibr36-1756286419845567]^ MEB disease is characterized by brain malformation, with a cortical defective migration dysfunction, WM abnormalities, and anomalies of the brainstem and cerebellum.^[@bibr37-1756286419845567]^ Recently Yiş and colleagues detected WM abnormalities, ventriculomegaly, and multiple cerebellar cysts in a cohort of 34 patients.^[@bibr38-1756286419845567]^ Others reported cortical gyration abnormalities at the frontal level, microcystic degeneration, and polymicrogyria of the temporal lobe associated with cognitive deficits in 13-year-old girl with long-term survival.^[@bibr15-1756286419845567]^

The brain structural MRI pattern in MEB CMDs is similar to that reported for patients with FCMD, with lissencephaly type II/pachygyria, brain stem, and cerebellar abnormalities. WWS is the most severe form of CMD with an evident involvement of muscles, ocular system, and CNS, and is associated with mental retardation. It is a severe disorder and children do not survive more than 1 year. It is characterized by clinical malformation featuring 'cobblestone lissencephaly' cortex, ventricular enlargement, obstructive hydrocephalus, neuronal heterotopias, agyria, polymicrogyria, corpus callosum agenesis, and diffuse WM changes as shown in brain MRI examination.^[@bibr15-1756286419845567],[@bibr39-1756286419845567],[@bibr40-1756286419845567]^

Myotonic dystrophy type 1: Steinert's disease {#section6-1756286419845567}
=============================================

DM1 is an autosomal dominant inheritance, multisystemic disorders. It is the most prevalent muscular dystrophy; occurring in 1:8000 people worldwide.^[@bibr41-1756286419845567]^ Muscular, cardiac, endocrine, ocular, hormonal, and neurological systems are involved in the disease on variable levels.^[@bibr42-1756286419845567]^ The Cytosine-Thymine-Guanine (CTG) expansion size seems to be directly correlated to the age of onset (inverse correlation) and to a more severe clinical phenotype (positive correlation).^[@bibr43-1756286419845567]^ DM1 can be divided into four subtypes based on CTG repeat sizes and onset of symptoms, each one associated with specific clinical features: (1) congenital (CDM1); (2) childhood onset, or infantile and juvenile form (JDM1); (3) adult onset; and (4) late onset/asymptomatic.^[@bibr42-1756286419845567],[@bibr44-1756286419845567]^ CNS involvement in DM1 is commonly observed but characterized by between-study heterogeneity.^[@bibr45-1756286419845567]^ Higher impairment has been seen in patients with early onset.^[@bibr46-1756286419845567],[@bibr47-1756286419845567]^ Congenital and juvenile forms are the most severe characterized by a poorer phenotype and prognosis.^[@bibr48-1756286419845567]^ Nevertheless, some congenital patients show normal intellectual functioning and brain structure.^[@bibr15-1756286419845567]^ Cognitive impairment in the adult-onset form is more subtle. CNS involvement has been highlighted in several studies.^[@bibr49-1756286419845567],[@bibr50-1756286419845567]^ Neurocognitive deficits mainly affect memory, executive, verbal, and visuospatial functions. Behavioral changes, apathy, change of personality, anosognosia, and daytime somnolence have been found and are associated to a poorer quality of life.^[@bibr41-1756286419845567],[@bibr51-1756286419845567][@bibr52-1756286419845567]--[@bibr53-1756286419845567]^ A cognitive progression over time has been confirmed.^[@bibr54-1756286419845567][@bibr55-1756286419845567][@bibr56-1756286419845567]--[@bibr57-1756286419845567]^ Brain changes have been reported but, until now, the pathophysiology and temporal development of brain involvement still remain unclear. Premature aging neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) and a related degenerative disorder process have been observed in different cerebral structures.^[@bibr47-1756286419845567]^ Widespread neuronal loss (cortical and subcortical), increase in perivascular Virchow--Robinson space, rarefaction in deep WM, mild gliosis, and capillary hyalinization have been detected in postmortem studies.^[@bibr58-1756286419845567]^ Nevertheless, it remains difficult to define a specific lesion pattern since the resulting data are often difficult to replicate. Findings from the first CT scans published in the 1980s, showed a morphological affection in patients with DM1 characterized by ventricular increased and cerebral atrophy.^[@bibr59-1756286419845567][@bibr60-1756286419845567][@bibr61-1756286419845567]--[@bibr62-1756286419845567]^ Microcephaly, hyperostosis internal frontalis, and thickening in the calvarium were detected by Avrahami and colleagues and may be due to brain atrophy.^[@bibr63-1756286419845567]^ A 0.5 T cranial investigation (1988) revealed perivascular hyperintensities as well as a ventricular enlargement in patients compared with controls.^[@bibr64-1756286419845567]^ Early neuroimaging investigations using a structural nonquantitative MRI approach frequently reported WM hyperintense load (WMHL),^[@bibr65-1756286419845567][@bibr66-1756286419845567]--[@bibr67-1756286419845567]^ subcortical and periventricular WM hyperintense lesions, cerebral atrophy, thickening or atrophy of the corpus callosum, and dilated Virchow--Robin space.^[@bibr48-1756286419845567],[@bibr58-1756286419845567],[@bibr68-1756286419845567][@bibr69-1756286419845567][@bibr70-1756286419845567]--[@bibr71-1756286419845567]^ In particular, WMHLs have been detected using different scales, such as Fazekas or ARWMCs.^[@bibr41-1756286419845567],[@bibr67-1756286419845567]^ The prevalence of WMLs in DM1 patients seems to be related to neuropsychological deficits,^[@bibr47-1756286419845567],[@bibr65-1756286419845567]^ patients' age, disease progression,^[@bibr47-1756286419845567],[@bibr72-1756286419845567]^ and CTG expansion size.^[@bibr65-1756286419845567]^ The temporopolar WM pathology in DM1 seems to be the most robust and reproducible finding characterizing patients with DM1 rather than DM2, although clinical correlations and evolutions remain unclear ([Figure 1](#fig1-1756286419845567){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr47-1756286419845567],[@bibr65-1756286419845567][@bibr66-1756286419845567][@bibr67-1756286419845567]--[@bibr68-1756286419845567],[@bibr71-1756286419845567]^ A long-term follow-up study suggested that those abnormalities might be progressive over time. WMLs, when absent at baseline, may appear during the course of the disease, proving the existence of a slow demyelinating process in the adult form.^[@bibr73-1756286419845567]^ Progression over time in the number and extent of WMLs and brain atrophy suggests that WM involvement in the adult form is degenerative.^[@bibr73-1756286419845567]^ However, other authors have not found this potential correlation between progression and age,^[@bibr48-1756286419845567],[@bibr51-1756286419845567],[@bibr71-1756286419845567],[@bibr74-1756286419845567][@bibr75-1756286419845567]--[@bibr76-1756286419845567]^ or neuropsychological testing and the degree of neuromuscular involvement.^[@bibr77-1756286419845567]^

![47-year-old male affected by myotonic dystrophy type 1 (with a sister affected by the same pathology) with moderate cognitive involvement, (MIRS) = 3, first symptoms onset at age 26 years, CTG = 413, expansion class = E2.\
(a) Marked white matter change abnormality around frontal horn detected in a FLAIR brain MRI scan (red arrow). Left ventricle appears larger than right.\
(b) In the temporopolar area at the level of insula marked changes of white matter with major involvement on the left side (red arrow). In brain stem, there is marked atrophy of quadrigeminal bodies and atrophy of pons on the left side (green box). The third ventricle is dilated.\
CTG, Cytosine-Thymine-Guanine; FLAIR, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery; MIRS, muscular impairment rating scale; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.](10.1177_1756286419845567-fig1){#fig1-1756286419845567}

![Brain MRI of a patient with CMD.\
Axial T2 images show evidence of severe white matter abnormalities, pachygyria in the occipital lobes and ventricular enlargement.\
CMD, congenital muscular dystrophy; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.](10.1177_1756286419845567-fig2){#fig2-1756286419845567}

Brain atrophy and GM volume reduction in cortical lobes and in deep structures have frequently been reported in literature. It is noted to be mostly symmetric and more pronounced in adult onset but no agreement has been found on the congenital, juvenile, and adult onset form. A recent review published in 2017 revealed a general volume reduction in all cortical lobes, the basal ganglia, and cerebrum.^[@bibr78-1756286419845567]^ The development of observer-independent techniques enabled the estimation of systemic brain atrophy and the relationship with clinical parameters. Comparing GM and WM volumes in noncongenital DM1 patients, Antonini and colleagues found widespread global volume reductions in patients and a negative correlation between age and GM volume.^[@bibr79-1756286419845567]^ No correlation was found between age and WM volume. In light of this, they postulated the existence of a neurodevelopmental GM loss process progressive with age independent from the WMHL degeneration process.^[@bibr79-1756286419845567]^ In contrast, Weber described a correlation between disease duration and WMHL.^[@bibr52-1756286419845567]^ Recently, Baldanzi and colleagues estimated brain atrophy using BPF and found a correlation between atrophy and visuospatial and frontal tasks.^[@bibr41-1756286419845567]^

Several volumetric analysis based on automated methods (e.g. VBM) described widespread GM volume loss both in cortical areas (frontal, temporal, parietal and occipital cortices) and subcortical structures (such as thalami, putamen, and caudate nucleus) and cerebellum with a significant involvement of the corpus callosum (anterior, medioanterior, central, mediodorsal regions) in noncongenital patients.^[@bibr41-1756286419845567],[@bibr47-1756286419845567],[@bibr48-1756286419845567],[@bibr52-1756286419845567],[@bibr72-1756286419845567],[@bibr79-1756286419845567][@bibr80-1756286419845567]--[@bibr81-1756286419845567]^ Occipital involvement has been detected only in a few cases, which correlates with visuospatial impairment.^[@bibr48-1756286419845567]^

Correlation between sleeplessness and volume loss in the right pallidum and diencephalon has been found.^[@bibr48-1756286419845567]^

Variable reduction of temporal volume has been documented: while described the volume preservation of temporal lobe only few authors have reported volume reduction in the hippocampus.^[@bibr47-1756286419845567],[@bibr52-1756286419845567],[@bibr67-1756286419845567],[@bibr72-1756286419845567],[@bibr82-1756286419845567]^

In patients with different disease onset, GM volume reduction has only been detected in adult onset (not in the congenital form) and an increased volume loss in the cortex is associated with age.^[@bibr48-1756286419845567],[@bibr83-1756286419845567],[@bibr84-1756286419845567]^ Unchanged subcortical GM volume has been found, excluding patients with congenital/childhood onset.^[@bibr72-1756286419845567]^ Correlations between CTG repeat length and GM volumes in motor-related structure and frontal areas, and between pontine WM changes and depression score have been reported.^[@bibr80-1756286419845567],[@bibr81-1756286419845567],[@bibr85-1756286419845567]^

In general, neuroimaging parameters do not correlate with cognitive performance and only an association between delayed recall of verbal memory test and the volume of left postcentral, left middle, and inferior temporal gyri and left supramarginal gyrus has been found.^[@bibr41-1756286419845567]^

Fewer WM changes using a VBM technique have been found. Noncongenital patients showed a diffuse WM volume reduction in every lobe and in the corpus callosum.^[@bibr48-1756286419845567],[@bibr67-1756286419845567],[@bibr80-1756286419845567],[@bibr81-1756286419845567]^

To our knowledge, only two studies have been carried out on cortical thickness. Zanigni and colleagues observed a lateral-occipital thinning in the bilateral cortex, in the right precentral and in the left superior-parietal, fusiform and superior-temporal cortex.^[@bibr72-1756286419845567]^ A more diffused thickness reduction in the frontal, temporal, and occipital cortex has been observed instead.^[@bibr86-1756286419845567]^

The first DTI study was performed by Ota and colleagues and revealed diffusivity abnormalities in the corpus callosum in noncongenital patients with DM1 associated with GM volume reduction.^[@bibr80-1756286419845567]^ Other studies have recently demonstrated diffuse microstructural WM damage with widespread functional anisotropy reduction and increased mean diffusivity in fibers (i.e. corpus callosum, corticospinal tracts)^[@bibr41-1756286419845567],[@bibr47-1756286419845567],[@bibr48-1756286419845567],[@bibr72-1756286419845567],[@bibr85-1756286419845567],[@bibr86-1756286419845567]^ even for child and adolescent onset.^[@bibr84-1756286419845567],[@bibr87-1756286419845567],[@bibr88-1756286419845567]^ In particular, an association between diffusivity values and IQ score was found and between FA and muscular dystrophy values in frontal and temporal lobes and working memory performance.^[@bibr87-1756286419845567],[@bibr88-1756286419845567]^ In noncongenital patients correlations between diffusivity parameters and MMSE,^[@bibr72-1756286419845567],[@bibr85-1756286419845567]^ visuospatial impairment,^[@bibr48-1756286419845567]^ visuomotor coordination and working memory tasks^[@bibr41-1756286419845567]^ or attentional scores^[@bibr47-1756286419845567]^ were detected. CTG repeat length association was found with DTI parameters^[@bibr67-1756286419845567],[@bibr88-1756286419845567]^ even diffused for the entire brain.^[@bibr85-1756286419845567],[@bibr89-1756286419845567]^ Correlations between DTI values and the muscular impairment rating scale (MIRS) score^[@bibr67-1756286419845567],[@bibr85-1756286419845567],[@bibr90-1756286419845567]^ were evidenced and only one study reported correlation with disease duration or age.^[@bibr67-1756286419845567]^ Sleepiness or fatigue were investigated in four studies, but only two found significant correlations.^[@bibr67-1756286419845567],[@bibr90-1756286419845567]^ Some authors, detecting abnormalities in the corpus callosum, suggested that the microstructural abnormalities might be the result of Wallerian degeneration following GM atrophy.^[@bibr80-1756286419845567],[@bibr84-1756286419845567]^ On the other hand, other authors underlined the predominance of WM degeneration and its diffusion when compared with GM effects in DM1.^[@bibr67-1756286419845567]^ Caso and colleagues detected the existence of WM abnormalities in the juvenile form that could lead to GM degeneration. They concluded that microstructural WM change might be due to development change in congenital or child-onset forms while GM degeneration may be more related to a degenerative process considering the aging (premature aging).^[@bibr47-1756286419845567]^ The independence of WM and GM neurodegenerative processes is suggested by the presence of WM T2 hyperintense lesions, whereas there is no correlation with GM loss. This supports the existence of two independent degenerative processes involving WM and cortical degeneration.^[@bibr79-1756286419845567]^

Recently, fMRI studies conducted during a motor task, reported an altered activation in sensory-motor network, including motor control areas, inferior parietal lobes, basal ganglia, and thalami, in patients with DM1 with myotonia compared with controls. The authors hypothesized that a greater motor area activation reflected a compensatory mechanism involved in an accelerated aging process.^[@bibr91-1756286419845567]^ Toth and colleagues investigated the impact of myotonia during a grip task and they found no correlations between clinical characteristic in motor performance and neurofunctional findings, assuming independence between brain functioning and myotonia development.^[@bibr92-1756286419845567]^ Connectivity between brain regions estimated with an rs-fMRI examination revealed an abnormal functional connectivity in the default model network associated with schizotypal-paranoid traits.^[@bibr89-1756286419845567]^

Later, the same research group, investigating social cognition abilities through theory of mind, found a correlation between difficulties in social interactions and personality with connectivity abnormalities.^[@bibr93-1756286419845567]^ Moreover, the dysfunctional network seemed to be correlated with impairment in visuospatial abilities.^[@bibr93-1756286419845567]^ The authors argued that in DM1 patients the decreased frontoparietal connectivity might be linked to cognitive and behavioral disorders and changes in connectivity might represent a compensatory or maladaptive process related to the disease.

Park and colleagues studied functional alterations in the resting state sensorimotor network analyzing the power spectral density (PSD) and noted a widespread PSD alteration in GM and WM. In particular, GM reduction and increased functionality were found in brain regions involved in visual processing, which were associated with motor performance. A subtle increased functional difference was detected in WM associated with motor function. These findings suggest that motor disability in DM1 is not an isolated deterioration of structures involved in motor coordination and regulation but also a multimodal dysfunction that includes the visual system.^[@bibr94-1756286419845567]^

Fiorelli and colleagues conducted the first FDG-PET research in DM1 and found a reduced glucose metabolism in patients compared with healthy controls.^[@bibr95-1756286419845567]^ Later, widespread rising in glucose uptake in the cortical and subcortical structure was found.^[@bibr96-1756286419845567]^ Frontal and temporal lobes are mainly involved.^[@bibr52-1756286419845567],[@bibr95-1756286419845567],[@bibr97-1756286419845567],[@bibr98-1756286419845567]^ Renard and colleagues reported a frontal bilateral reduction in FDG uptake, while no differences were observed in deep GM structures.^[@bibr99-1756286419845567]^

In a recent study Peric and colleagues, excluding congenital and late-onset patients, detected hypometabolism in frontotemporal regions and a correlation between right frontotemporal glucose uptake and executive function.^[@bibr100-1756286419845567]^ SPECT investigation revealed that CBF and perfusion were reduced in DM1, mainly in the frontotemporal region.^[@bibr101-1756286419845567]^ Hypoperfusion, more pronounced in the left hemisphere, was found in frontal and parieto-occipital regions in a large DM1 sample, and this also correlated with the MIRS score.^[@bibr98-1756286419845567]^

Frontal rCBF reduction (frontal mesial and dorsolateral frontal cortex), hypoperfusion in the posterior cortical regions) and in the right parietal lobe correlates with deficits in visuospatial and memory function.^[@bibr102-1756286419845567]^ These results are in agreement with a previous H~2~O-PET investigation in which authors described a reduction of CBF in the frontotemporal cortex, hypothalamus, and left basal ganglia,^[@bibr77-1756286419845567]^ which was also reported in two other childhood-onset patients.^[@bibr103-1756286419845567]^

Transcranial B-mode sonography is a noninvasive technique used to assess brain structure and integrity, ventricular enlargement, or hydrocephalus. Transcranial ultrasound B-mode examinations have been proved useful to measure ventricular enlargement in adult-onset DM1, as well as to detect changes in the echogenicity of specific brainstem structures. Both studies revealed a brainstem raphe hypoechogenicity and hyperechogenicity of the substantia nigra and by increased width of the third ventricle in patients with DM1.^[@bibr104-1756286419845567],[@bibr105-1756286419845567]^ All these findings contribute to understanding the pathophysiology process of cerebral involvement in DM1. Nevertheless, the conflicting results found in these studies can be explained by the high clinical variability of DM1 and the different age of onset.

Myotonic dystrophy type 2 {#section7-1756286419845567}
-------------------------

DM2 shares the RNA pathogenesis with type 1 but fewer studies focusing on DM2 are available. The symptom onset typically occurs in the third decade. Developmental abnormalities and severe childhood disorders are not associated.^[@bibr106-1756286419845567]^ DM2 clinically differs from DM1 in the degree of cognitive impairment. While DM1 congenital forms can exhibit severe mental retardation, this has not been reported in DM2. The first description of brain involvement in patients with DM2, characterized by diffuse and confluent WM hyperintense lesions, was provided by Hund and colleagues, while the early findings of global atrophy were reported by Kassubek and colleagues.^[@bibr107-1756286419845567],[@bibr108-1756286419845567]^ Using a conventional MRI approach diffuse WMHLs have been detected mainly in periventricular space and frontoparieto-occipital structures.^[@bibr52-1756286419845567],[@bibr65-1756286419845567],[@bibr66-1756286419845567],[@bibr77-1756286419845567]^ without any association with cognitive performance.^[@bibr65-1756286419845567],[@bibr77-1756286419845567]^ Some of them demonstrated patterns of hyperintense lesions in DM2 similar to those noted in DM1.^[@bibr66-1756286419845567],[@bibr77-1756286419845567]^ Kornblum and colleagues described atrophy in patients with DM2 using a 1.5 T scanner. They found no significant correlation between BPF and clinical features.^[@bibr66-1756286419845567]^ Later, other studies reported brain atrophy in patients with DM2.^[@bibr52-1756286419845567],[@bibr67-1756286419845567],[@bibr81-1756286419845567],[@bibr109-1756286419845567]^ GM and WM loss along brain midline structures have been identified in patients with DM2.^[@bibr52-1756286419845567],[@bibr67-1756286419845567],[@bibr81-1756286419845567]^ Some VBM analysis found cortical and subcortical (thalamus, hypothalamus, and brainstem) GM reduction but these findings were never replicated. Only diffuse changes in WM and the corpus callosum have been replicated.^[@bibr109-1756286419845567]^ Schenierd-Gold and colleagues observed a GM loss in the cuneus, temporal regions, and amygdala and a prominent WM frontal atrophy without strong correlation between neuroimaging findings and cognitive features.^[@bibr81-1756286419845567],[@bibr110-1756286419845567]^ Interestingly, they found that reductions in mediofrontal GM and cerebellar peduncles and pars of pons WM was associated with excessive day time sleepiness, while brain strain atrophy was correlated with depression.^[@bibr81-1756286419845567]^ A correlation between hippocampal volume and episodic memory was found.^[@bibr52-1756286419845567],[@bibr67-1756286419845567]^

WM alterations in patients with DM2 were carefully detected by DTI techniques and associated with different results. The corpus callosum, internal and external capsules, and limbic system are microstructurally impaired in patients with DM2 compared with controls, nevertheless less than DM1.^[@bibr67-1756286419845567]^ The correlation between abnormal WM and clinical features appears controversial. Found an association between age, disease duration, depression, and motor performance and DTI parameters. No significant correlations were found later between neuropsychological performance and the brain microstructure.^[@bibr67-1756286419845567]^ This discrepancy might be due to small and different sample sizes. No difference in a DTI-ROI-based study was found in FA parameters comparing patients with DM2 with controls.^[@bibr84-1756286419845567]^

The first functional imaging study demonstrated a reduced regional CBF in the orbital and medial frontal structures detected with H~2~O^[@bibr15-1756286419845567]^-PET in patients with DM2.^[@bibr77-1756286419845567]^ These anatomic changes appear to have some effect on cognition, behavior, and personality, although unlike DM1, DM2 has not been associated with intellectual disability.^[@bibr102-1756286419845567]^

An FDG-PET study found significant widespread hypometabolism of glucose in frontal and temporal lobes and, comparing patterns of GM volumes and hypometabolism (FDG-PET), Weber and collegues colncluded that hypometabolism was an independent phenomenon not resulting from the GM atrophy process.^[@bibr52-1756286419845567]^ Moreover, as previously mentioned, no correlation between functional parameters and neuropsychological features were found.^[@bibr52-1756286419845567]^ On the contrary, Peric and colleagues observed numerous correlations between hypometabolism in prefrontal, insular, and striatal structures and attentive deficit and association between executive dysfunction and frontotemporal hypometabolism.^[@bibr57-1756286419845567]^

According to results obtained in PET studies, Meola and colleagues detected hypometabolism in frontal, parieto-occipital brain regions using SPECT,^[@bibr102-1756286419845567]^ while Romeo found the most significant hypoperfusion in the (left) parietal area.^[@bibr65-1756286419845567]^

Only two studies using TCS have been published.^[@bibr105-1756286419845567],[@bibr111-1756286419845567]^ Significant enlargement of the third ventricle in patients with DM2 compared with controls was found. A correlation between the pathological raphe signal and excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) was detected.^[@bibr105-1756286419845567]^ Rakocevic-Stojanovic and colleagues observed a higher frequency of brainstem raphe and substantia nigra hypoechogenicity. The diameter of the third ventricle resulted increased and was associated with depression and EDS. Brainstem raphe hypoechogenicity was associated with EDS and diameter of the third ventricle with depression. EDS and fatigue were correlated to brainstem values. No correlation with the substantia nigra with depression or fatigue were found.^[@bibr111-1756286419845567]^ All the above-described neuroimaging evidence suggests a brain involvement in DM2 strengthened by clinical data milder than DM1.

The dystrophinopathies: Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophies {#section8-1756286419845567}
----------------------------------------------------------------

DMD and BMD are X-linked neuromuscular disorders characterized by a progressive muscular impairment due to a lack of dystrophin. Dystrophin is fundamental for the structural integrity of muscle membranes. DMD is characterized by absent/nonfunctional muscle dystrophin protein. In BMD, dystrophin might be short in size. Progressive weakness of the legs, pelvic and shoulder muscles and heart failure start in early childhood and weakness is generally more severe in patients with DMD than BMD. Striated muscle and heart involvement are mostly described in the literature in patients with DMD. Cardiomyopathy may be the first disease manifestation without evident skeletal myopathy in BMD.^[@bibr112-1756286419845567]^ Striated muscle and heart involvement are deeply described in the literature, in particular in patients with DMD. Male patients with DMD may develop early respiratory muscle failure causing death in the third decades generally due to cardiac and pulmonary complications.^[@bibr113-1756286419845567]^ The occurrence of neurocognitive deficits in DMD are well described and seem to be related to the reduced level of dystrophin isoforms and its location in CNS tissues.^[@bibr114-1756286419845567][@bibr115-1756286419845567][@bibr116-1756286419845567]--[@bibr117-1756286419845567]^ Nevertheless, the role of dystrophin in the brain is not well established. Mutations within the *DMD* gene result in the absence of specific dystrophin isoforms. The location of dystrophin isoforms has been linked with cognitive impairment in DMD. The lack of dystrophin in the brain is localized in neurons and glial cells in the hippocampal, cortical, and subcortical regions, and Purkinje cells of the cerebellum.^[@bibr118-1756286419845567]^ Information on dystrophin in the brain is based on few studies on human brains.^[@bibr119-1756286419845567],[@bibr120-1756286419845567]^ Isoform Dp427c is predominantly expressed in the neurons of the cortex and hippocampus.^[@bibr121-1756286419845567]^ The Purkinje isoform Dp427p is expressed in cerebellar Purkinje cells, Dp260 and Dp116 isoforms in the retina and the peripheral nerve, Dp71 isoform presents higher levels in the CNS.^[@bibr122-1756286419845567],[@bibr123-1756286419845567]^ Less informtions are available on Dp140.^[@bibr124-1756286419845567]^ Recently DMD expression level in the adult human brain has been found to be higher in the hippocampus, involved in memory and amygdala as well as emotion regulation, rather than in the cerebellum and the pons. The high expression of DMD in subcortical structures might support evidence of memory and emotion deficits in DMD.^[@bibr120-1756286419845567]^ Duchenne himself, described some patients with cognitive deficits.^[@bibr125-1756286419845567]^

It has been estimated that 30% of boys with DMD present cognitive deficits and mental retardation. Children with DMD show lower IQ scores than the normal population (average IQ score in patients with DMD is 85) and this average is one standard deviation below the mean (30% of boys with DMD have an IQ \> 70).^[@bibr126-1756286419845567]^ Worse performance in attentional and verbal repetition tasks has been described.^[@bibr127-1756286419845567][@bibr128-1756286419845567]--[@bibr129-1756286419845567]^ Reading deficits, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism spectrum disorders, epilepsy, and obsessive--compulsive disorder (OCD) have also been observed.^[@bibr130-1756286419845567][@bibr131-1756286419845567][@bibr132-1756286419845567][@bibr133-1756286419845567]--[@bibr134-1756286419845567]^ Spelling, arithmetic, reading difficulties behavioral problems^[@bibr115-1756286419845567]^ and the occurrence of epilepsy^[@bibr135-1756286419845567]^ have been described in BMD but neurodevelopmental disorders have been investigated less than in DMD. Regarding DMD brain imaging, Septien and colleagues used CT scans in 15 patients with DMD. The authors detected cortical atrophy associated with minimal ventricular dilatation probably due to WM abnormalities.^[@bibr136-1756286419845567]^ A decade before Yoshioka and colleagues investigated 30 patients with DMD with the same techniques found subtle cortical atrophy in 67% of them, which was associated with slight ventricular dilation.^[@bibr137-1756286419845567]^ Enlargement of the lateral ventricles of the brain in mdx mice, when compared with controls, has been detected recently.^[@bibr138-1756286419845567]^ Brain MRI evaluation showed that patients with DMD lacking Dp140 isoforms performed worse on neuropsychological evaluation compared with those with preserved Dp140. They found some difference on a structural level where patients showed significantly smaller occipital cortex volumes and a difference in FA parameters in the occipital lobe.^[@bibr139-1756286419845567]^ The authors concluded that the DMD_Dp140(-) mutation may contribute more to GM volume reduction. There was no statistical difference in WM volume. A kind of alteration in WM microstructural integrity (lower WM FA, higher WM mean and radial diffusivity), indicating compromised structural complexity, comparing patients with DMD with healthy controls has been found.^[@bibr139-1756286419845567]^ Using DTI-ROI-based approaches and selecting 16 different structures bilaterally, Fu and colleagues found changes in the corpus callosum and, in particular, in the splenium.^[@bibr113-1756286419845567]^ However, both the small size of ROI used and the lack of multiple correction comparisons are the limits of the study. Lv and colleagues, assessing motor-related brain cortex, found the smaller volume in the left primary sensorimotor cortex in DMD.^[@bibr140-1756286419845567]^ The results on global morphological and microstructural differences in the brain of patients with DMD suggest that these differences arise from altered brain maturation rather than atrophy. Hypometabolism of glucose in boys affected by DMD has been reported in the brain.^[@bibr141-1756286419845567]^ Functional imaging technique showed a reduction of glucose metabolism bilaterally in medial temporal structures and cerebellum and on the right side in sensorimotor and lateral temporal cortex with PET^[@bibr142-1756286419845567]^ and altered metabolite concentrations in the left cerebrum detected by SPECT.^[@bibr143-1756286419845567]^ Using an rs-fMRI paradigm, a decrease of synchronization of spontaneous activity in the motor cortex has been noted,^[@bibr140-1756286419845567]^ underlying the existence of functional abnormalities in boys affected by DMD which might be due to the deficiency of dystrophin in the brain. Unfortunately, less information on brain imaging is available on BMD. This is probably due to a milder phenotype characterizing the disorder that has led researchers to focus on the more severe form of DMDs. Nevertheless, despite various DMDs studies, etiology of the CNS pathology in DMD and BMD remains unclear.

Glycogenosis disease type II {#section9-1756286419845567}
============================

Glycogenosis type II (GSD II), also named Pompe disease, is an autosomal recessive metabolic disorder caused by an accumulation of glycogen. Dysfunctional glycogen storage is due to a deficiency of lysosomal enzyme α-glucosidase.^[@bibr144-1756286419845567]^

Disease onset may occur in childhood or adulthood and infantile or late-onset forms of classification have been proposed.^[@bibr145-1756286419845567]^

The late-onset GSD II form mainly affects limb and respiratory muscles and is more slowly progressive than the infantile-onset form.^[@bibr146-1756286419845567]^

Postmortem evidence of glycogen accumulation in the brain of patients with GSD II has been found,^[@bibr147-1756286419845567],[@bibr148-1756286419845567]^ without evidence of cortical atrophy.^[@bibr149-1756286419845567]^

Infantile-onset Pompe Disease (IOPD) is a characterized by the accumulation of glycogen in skeletal muscle, heart, and central neuronal tissue (cervical spinal cord and the brainstem neurons with minimal build up in the cerebral cortex)^[@bibr150-1756286419845567],[@bibr151-1756286419845567]^ even prenatally.^[@bibr152-1756286419845567]^ Clinically characterized by general muscular weakness and respiratory and cardiac dysfunctions, the symptomatology appears at the age of 6 months and results in death before 1 year of age. Recombinant human α-glucosidase therapy has been introduced since 1999 and has demonstrated an improvement in survival and a reduction of symptoms.

Brain in IOPD disease is characterized by a delayed myelination, cortical atrophy and a widening of the anterior horns of the lateral ventricles.^[@bibr153-1756286419845567]^ Postmortem autopsies revealed glial cell accumulation in the WM in IOPD.^[@bibr150-1756286419845567],[@bibr151-1756286419845567]^

Chien and colleagues described abnormal cranial findings (e.g. dilatation of the lateral ventricles) associated with a delay of CNS myelination, evaluated with repeated cranial MRI after 6 months of Enzyme Replacement Therapy (ERT).^[@bibr154-1756286419845567]^ A slowly progressive neurodegenerative process affecting the motor neurons has been detected in patients with infantile Pompe disease with MRI.^[@bibr155-1756286419845567]^

Moreover, intellectual decline and extensive periventricular subcortical WMLs are associated.^[@bibr156-1756286419845567],[@bibr157-1756286419845567]^ Progressive WM changes in early IOPD childhood have been detected by Bloomfield and colleagues.^[@bibr158-1756286419845567]^

Brain computed tomography (CT) and MRI of one patient case report performed over a 6-year follow up (at 3 and 9 years old) showed progressive global volume loss.^[@bibr159-1756286419845567]^ While ventricle dilatation is a common feature in IOPD, myelination of the cerebral WM has not been detected in T2-weighted images. Interestingly, the effect of glycogen storage in the brain has been studied recently by Ebbink and colleagues in a follow-up study of 11 patients.^[@bibr157-1756286419845567]^ At a brain imaging point, they noted three characteristic stages of WM involvement. The first phase is characterized by periventricular WM pattern at the level of centrum semiovale associated to the widening of lateral ventricles. Growing patients show WM abnormalities spreading to subcortical areas, the internal and external capsule, first in the splenium and later in the genu of the corpus callosum. At 11 years of age, hyperintensities were noted in decussation and corticospinal tracts. This introduces new knowledge about the separate involvement of the brain and motor functioning in Pompe disease, with a slowly progressive WM involvement independent from motor functionality.^[@bibr160-1756286419845567]^

Using VBM and rs-fMRI paradigms in nine patients with late-onset glycogenosis type II, Barroni and colleagues revealed no significant difference in regional GM volumes between patients and changes in brain connectivity in the salience network, cingulate gyrus and medial frontal cortex, implicated in executive functioning. The fMRI findings were congruent with neuropsychological impairment.^[@bibr161-1756286419845567]^

Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy {#section10-1756286419845567}
----------------------------------

OPMD is an adult-onset autosomal dominant disorder (onset is usually between the fifth or sixth decade of life). It is characterized by progressive eyelid drooping and proximal limb weakness (asymmetric). Pharyngeal muscle involvement produces ptosis and dysphagia.^[@bibr162-1756286419845567]^

Suspicion of OPMD is based on clinical criteria and the diagnosis is confirmed by molecular genetic testing of *PABPN1*. In a few cases, CNS involvement has been described and is associated with executive functions impairment.

Quality of life is poor mainly because of significant dysphagia.^[@bibr163-1756286419845567]^

Currently, no effective treatment exists for OPMD.

OPMD, described in a French-Canadian family for the first time, has the highest prevalence among Bukhara Jews.^[@bibr164-1756286419845567]^ OPMD is characterized by proximal limb and facial weakness, bilateral ptosis, and dysphagia. It is a myopathy which affects all voluntary muscles and in particular the levator palpebrae, tongue, pharynx, extraocular muscles. A CNS involvement in OPMD has been suggested only in a few cases.^[@bibr165-1756286419845567]^

Nevertheless, although few brain imaging studies are available, cognitive decline and psychological disorders have been described in homozygous patients.^[@bibr166-1756286419845567]^ Blumen and colleagues described 10 homozygous OPMD, detecting lacunar infarcts and leukoaraiosis in a patient with cardiovascular risk factors and brain atrophy.

Behavioral and psychological disturbances seem to correlate with the expansion size in heterozygote OPMD.^[@bibr167-1756286419845567]^

Recently, Chen and colleagues described 11 patients with a probable OPMD diagnosis. Clinical phenotype was characterized by ocular pharyngeal muscle weakness, severe brain involvement (cerebellum and brain stem were mildly atrophied), and intrafamilial variability of muscle impairment. Nevertheless, further molecular investigations are needed to understand the genetic background and pathogenesis.^[@bibr168-1756286419845567]^

Facioscapulohumeral dystrophy {#section11-1756286419845567}
-----------------------------

Facioscapulohumeral dystrophy (FSHD) is an autosomal dominant neuromuscular disorder. It is characterized by (asymmetric) involvement of selective muscle groups (face, shoulder, and arms) with a wide spectrum of phenotypic expression and inter- and intrafamilial variability.^[@bibr169-1756286419845567]^ It can be associated with CNS disorders. Previous studies reported extra-muscular involvement and associations with hearing deficits, cardiac complications, and schizophrenia.^[@bibr170-1756286419845567]^ Epilepsy and mental retardation have been observed, even in the absence of neuroradiological abnormalities, in patients with early onset FSHD.^[@bibr171-1756286419845567],[@bibr172-1756286419845567]^ Sporadic association with multiple sclerosis has been reported.^[@bibr173-1756286419845567]^ Fierro and colleagues described a relatively high incidence of WM hyperintensities in the disease.^[@bibr170-1756286419845567]^ In particular, WM hyperintense lesions were mainly located bilaterally in parieto-temporal lobes in 44% of FSHD without a significant hemispheric prevalence. No correlations between severity of WMHL, age, age at onset, duration of the disease, or muscular impairment have been found.^[@bibr170-1756286419845567]^ No cortical atrophy nor ventriculomegaly have been noted. Using Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), Di Lazzaro and colleagues observed a significantly reduced intra-cortical inhibition in patients with FSHD compared with healthy people, which may be due to a compensatory phenomenon of the progressive muscle deficit. VBM analysis revealed clusters of GM volume reduction in the left frontal lobe, in anterior cingulate and right frontopolar cortex in the brain of patients with FSHD.^[@bibr174-1756286419845567]^ The authors hypothesized that the volume loss of the left sensory-motor area could be a consequence or cause of muscular weakness. Quarantelli and colleagues, comparing 30 patients with 39 healthy controls, observed a significant reduction of GM loss mainly in left frontal structures, precentral cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex, and the right frontal region in patients with FSHD and a correlation between GM and clinical severity. In particular, three clusters of significant GM loss were detected: in the left precentral cortex, anterior cingulate, and right frontopolar regions. WM hyperintensities did not correlate with a more prominent GM loss^[@bibr175-1756286419845567]^ and brain tissue volumes did not correlate with disease duration, size of the genetic deletion, or age at onset.

Discussion {#section12-1756286419845567}
==========

Although NMDs refers to a heterogeneous group of disorders with different genetic and phenotypic features many aspects of CNS neuromuscular involvement have been observed. The pathogenic mechanisms involved in NMD brain damage are complex and need further study. Significant progress has been made recently in the brain imaging field. Nevertheless, the resulting data are still discordant and, until now, few longitudinal studies are available on brain imaging changes. Future studies might allow us to understand the pathogenesis of brain changes. We summarized the main brain changes in [Table 2](#table2-1756286419845567){ref-type="table"} with the principal imaging findings of CNS involvement in NMDs. We have focused on congenital dystrophies, dystrophinopathies, dystroglycanopathies, myotonic dystrophies, facio-scapulo-humeral dystrophy, and LGMD. Each pathology presents typical features, but some common changes can be detected. Conventional MRI reveals a more prominent involvement in the WM. In particular diffused, periventricular and temporopolar, WM hyperintensities, and a thin corpus callosum were detected. Later, the advancement of technology allowed the detection of GM alterations, with cortical and subcortical involvement. In most of the papers assessed, observations on brain involvement are associated with some clinically relevant guidelines for psychological support and special schooling.

###### 

Summary of the main results of brain involvement in NMDs.
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Imaging\      DM1                                                               DM2                                                                                       LGMD                                                   CMD                                                DMD                                                                                                     GSD II                                                                              OPMD                                        FSHD
  technique                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  ------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  MRI           Ventricular enlargement                                           Ventricular enlargement                                                                   Ventricular enlargement                                Ventricular enlargement                            Ventricular enlargement                                                                                 Ventricular enlargement                                                                                                         

                Global atrophy (cortical and subcortical)\                        Global atrophy                                                                            Global atrophy\                                        Abnormalities in brain morphology\                 Subtle cortical atrophy                                                                                                                                                                     Mild atrophy in cerebellum and brainstem\   Gray Matter reduction\
                Thinner corpus callosum\                                                                                                                                    (fronto-parieto cortex and subcortical)\               (gyration, cortical sulci, fissures alteration)\                                                                                                                                                                                               mild cortical atrophy                       Cortical (fronto parietal)\
                Dilated Virchow--Robin spaces\                                                                                                                              Dilated Virchow--Robin spaces and subarachnoid space   Agyria\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Left \> right
                Temporopolar WMHLs                                                                                                                                                                                                 Micropolygyria\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Polymicrogyria\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Cobblestone lissencephaly\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Hydrocephalus\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Corpus callosum agenesis                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

                WMHL (frontal and temporal lobes);\                               Bilateral WMHL (periventricular, frontal parieto-occipital)                               WMHL (periventricular and widespread)                  Widespread WMHL                                                                                                                                            Diffused WM abnormalities\                                                                                                      Diffused WMHL (parietal-temporal lobes)
                (ATWML)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       WMHL (periventricular and subcortical widespread)                                                                               

                Gray matter reduction (VBM)\                                      Gray matter reduction (VBM)\                                                                                                                                                                        Grey matter volume reduction\                                                                           Gray matter volume reduction (VBM)                                                                                              
                Cortical (all lobes)\                                             Cortical (frontotemporal)\                                                                                                                                                                          (VBM)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                Subcortical (striatum, thalamus, nucleus accumbens, cerebellum)   Subcortical (brainstem, thalamus, hypothalamus, mesencephalon, int. pallidum, amygdala)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                WM reduction (VBM)\                                               WM reduction (VBM)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                Subcortical (all lobes)\                                          (Subcortical in all lobes, corpus callosum,\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                Corpus callosum\                                                  cerebellum                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                Fornix                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  DTI           Limbic system tracts\                                             Limbic system\                                                                                                                                                                                      Diffused microstructural impairment, and in\                                                                                                                                                                                            
                Association fibers (fornix, cingulum bundle)\                     Association fibers\                                                                                                                                                                                 occipital lobe\                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                Corpus callosum\                                                  Corpus callosum                                                                                                                                                                                     Corpus callosum\                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                Projection fibers\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Splenium                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                Cerebrum                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  PET/SPECT/\   \<FDG uptake:\                                                    \<FDG uptake:\                                                                                                                                                                                      \<FDG uptake:\                                                                                          rs-fMRI\                                                                                                                        
  fMRI          Cortical (fronto, temporal)\                                      Cortical (fronto, temporal\                                                                                                                                                                         medial temporal structures and cerebellum and on the right side in sensorimotor and lateral temporal\   brain connectivity in salience network, cingulate gyrus and medial frontal cortex                                               
                Lentiform nucleus\                                                parietal operculum) Subcortical (Thalamus, striatum)\                                                                                                                                               fMRI (rstate)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                \< CBF:\                                                          \<CBF:\                                                                                                                                                                                             decrease of synchronization                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                Cortical (fronto temporal)\                                       Cortical (frontoparieto-occipital)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                Hypothalamus                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  Ultrasound    Increased width of the third ventricle\                           Increased width of the third ventricle\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
                Hyperechogenicity: substantia nigra\                              Hyperechogenicity: substantia nigra\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                Hypoechogenicity: brainstem raphe                                 Hypoechogenicity: brainstem raphe                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ATWML, anterior temporal white matter hyperintense lesion; CBF, cerebral blood flow; CMD, congenital muscular dystrophy; DM1, myotonic dystrophy type 1; DM2, myotonic dystrophy type 2; DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; FDG, F-fluorodeoxyglucose; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; FSHD, facioscapulohumeral dystrophy; GSD II, glycogenosis type II; LGMD, limb-girdle muscular dystrophy; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; OPMD, oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy; PET, positron emission tomography; rs-fMRI, resting-State fMRI; SPECT, single photon emission computed tomography; VBM, voxel-based morphometry; WM, white matter; WMHL, White Matter Hyperintense Load in the table.

Clinical observations revealed some intellectual impairment in a number of NMDs, as well as difficulties in reasoning and memory. Congenital onset cases seem to be more affected than adult-onset forms and exhibit pronounced WM abnormalities and sometimes epilepsy. Cognitive impairment has been found in most patients with dystrophinopathy, who usually have difficulty with abstract reasoning and calculation. Myotonic dystrophy showed cortical atrophy, a mild form of intellectual impairment and behavioral abnormalities. There is evidence of MRI abnormalities of both WM and GM. In a preliminary longitudinal study, cognitive abnormalities appear not to be progressive. We also compared neuroimaging abnormalities in LGMD 2I and in other dystroglycanopathy in relation to the age of disease onset. Nevertheless, until now, the evolution of brain involvement and the correlation with clinical symptomatology is still unclear, and few follow-up studies have been published. Regarding pathomechanisms, there are a number of membrane protein complexes (i.e. dystroglycan complex and sarcoglycan complex) that are signaling at the surface of membrane in both muscle and neuron. Therefore, lack of integrity of the sarcolemmal membrane or neuronal membrane leads both to the dysfunction of neurons and muscle and possible reactive inflammation by microglia and macrophages. An important clinical issue is to advise when imaging techniques are required in muscular patients. In our opinion, these techniques are useful not only for diagnosis but also as an indication in the follow up of patients, especially in children. In adult cases, cognitive behavioral therapy may be used in the follow up of DM1 cases. Presymptomatic behavioral abnormalities such as mood disorders should be screened before open depression or mood disorders might influence negatively quality of life of patients and caregivers.

Future prospective and limitations {#section13-1756286419845567}
----------------------------------

Our review suggested that only ventricular enlargement with hydrocephalus are in most cases related to mental retardation. Supra-tentorial and subcortical WM changes might determine a less frequent and milder cognitive abnormality. Accurate histological, immunohistochemical and biochemical evaluations are needed in the brain as well as autoptic studies. An evaluation of 3.0 T MRI and DTI tractography with relation to default connectivity might lead to a better understanding of the pathomechanism of brain abnormalities. Another technique that could evaluate the dysfunctional disease mechanism is the level of oxygen perfusion in the brain by arterial spin labeling (ASL) MRI, an alternative to expensive and invasive PET. ASL is so far been used in the heart and is applicable to the brain to study the energetic state of neurons since this tissue is highly perfused.^[@bibr176-1756286419845567],[@bibr177-1756286419845567]^ A multidisciplinary approach of patients with NMDs with brain involvement or mental retardation is needed. Medical and paramedical personnel to be involved in the team are neurologists, psychologists, neuropsychologists, neuroradiologists, physical therapists, occupational therapists, and social workers. Caregivers can also be supported by such teams. Another important point is that new innovative therapies used in glycogenosis type 2 (ERT in combination with chaperon) or ANTISENSE OLIGONUCLEOTIDES in DMD, possibly available in the future for myotonic dystrophy, need to cross the brain--blood barrier (BBB). In fact, most of the new treatments do not cross the BBB. In Pompe disease, the lack of penetration can cause permanent dysfunction in surviving children with Pompe that present facial abnormalities and respiratory difficulties. Therefore, while motor skills may be improved, intellectual functions might be impaired and not changed with ERT.
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